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Letter: We should investigate innovative solutions, but not at the expense of tried-and-tested methods of farming, writes Alan Mitcham ...
Hi-tech fixes aren’t the only way to save our soil
Ranil Wickremesinghe appointed to lead ‘unity government’ after days of deadly violence ...
Sri Lanka president brings back five-time former PM in effort to ease crisis
A committee spokesperson told the Guardian that “Dr Ayyadurai has denied EchoMail ... This is a fight for our democracy, and I am committed to finding solutions.” Lang of the Campaign Legal Center ...
Groups perpetuating Trump’s 2020 election lie face scrutiny and lawsuits
In a statement responding to the investigation, ExxonMobil said it is “focused on solutions” like building the first ... portions of the interview that were shared with the Guardian. He also noted ...
Exxon doubles down on ‘advanced recycling’ claims that yield few results
UK has threatened laws to disapply parts of deal as negotiations with EU on food checks are due to restart ...
Brexit: why has row over Northern Ireland protocol resurfaced?
When the New York Times removed the word ‘fetus’ from the game out of fear of making a political statement, they did just that ...
Pushing Buttons: No matter how hard developers try to avoid it, games are – and should be – political
What will you ask the author, Guardian columnist and environmental campaigner?
Post your questions for George Monbiot
Exclusive: Oil and gas majors are planning scores of vast projects that threaten to shatter the 1.5C climate goal. If governments do not act, these firms will continue to cash in as the world burns ...
Revealed: the ‘carbon bombs’ set to trigger catastrophic climate breakdown
If the country’s biggest industrial players are focusing on how quickly climate solutions can be put in place, why isn’t the political and media debate? A reliable electricity supply is vital for an ...
Australia’s biggest industrial players are focusing on climate solutions – why isn’t the political debate?
Union boss says his view of inquiry into police ‘cultural issues’ changed after Hannah Clarke inquest ...
Queensland police union drops fierce opposition to domestic violence inquiry
This blog is now closed ...
Leaders face off in final debate – as it happened
Her passion lies in dismantling inequality in the climate health space, and ensuring impactful and inclusive solutions. Damien Gayle is a reporter at the Guardian whose work focuses on environment, ...
Understanding the climate crisis: A three-week course with Professor Mark Maslin
There have always been charlatans offering a cure for ageing, and cheap travel and lax laws have made it even easier for them Every year millions of people cross borders to undergo medical treatments ...
‘Medical tourists’ are travelling the world in search of the elixir of life
there is an absence of longer-term accomodation solutions and services. The pandemic halted shipments of building supplies and resulted in material and labor shortages. Photograph: Carly Earl/The ...
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